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Abstract:
We use an .R-matrix formalism to construct covariant quantum oscillator algebras for
Ug(sl(n\m)). We show that the complete structure of the twisted oscillator algebras can
be obtained from the properties of the intertwining matrix obeying a Hecke type relation,
combined with covariance of the oscillators at the deformed level and associativity. The
resulting twisted algebras, involving q-bosons and q-fermions, are invariant under natural
q-transformations of the oscillators induced by the coproduct.
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I) INTRODUCTION
Some interest has been devoted to the construction of various systems of bosonic and/or
fermionic g-oscillators (twisted oscillator algebras) as well as the study of their properties
in connection with quantum (super)algebras [1]. Most of these works proceed in the spirit
of the initial analysis of [2,3].
However, a natural scheme which preserves the covariance of the oscillators at the deformed
level (hereafter called g-covariance) has been developped in [4] for SUq(n), using basically
the equivalence between a (non-commutative) differential calculus on the quantum plane
and second quantization. This approach can also be translated into the .R-matrix for-
malism, a fact that has been exploited intensively for the quantum universal enveloping
algebra Uq(al(2)) in the analysis of ref [5], more directed towards applications to Rational
Conformai Theories. There, the g-covariance of the corresponding oscillators has been
shown to be a very usefull device in the computation of correlation functions.
It is interesting to extend the above JFZ-matrix approach to quantum universal enveloping
superalgebras for the construction of (twisted) g-covariant (super)oscillators algebras [6].
These may well find usefull applications in physical systems for which the corresponding
quantum enveloping algebras are relevant.
In this letter, we present such a construction for Uq(al(n\m)) in a self-contained way. In
section II, we treat in detail the case of Wg(s/(2|l)); the extension to Mq(sl(n\m)) can then
be easily performed, as shown in section III. In each case, the intertwining (braid) matrix
R acting in the tensor product of two fundamental representations is the basic ingredient
of the present construction. It satisfies a Hecke type equation [7]. Thus, R is expressible
as a sum of two projectors that can be viewed as the g-analogs of the symmetrizers oc-
curing in the undeformed case, namely projectors on the g-symmetric or g-antisymmetric
eigensubspaces of R. Then the deformed commutation relations (C.R) among the creation
operators a; (assumed to transform under the fundamental representation of the quantum
superalgebra) are uniquely determined by requiring that the quadratic products â,-ôj are
eigenvectors spanning the g-symmetric eigensubspace of JR, whereas the C.R among the
annihilation operators obey transposed C.R. These can be completed by mixed relations
that insure associativity. We find in each case two twisted oscillator algebras. Within the
present approach, the c-covariance transformation properties of the oscillators are natu-
rally induced by the coproduct equipping the quantum superalgebra and leave invariant
the twisted oscillator algebras. In section IV, we summarize and discuss the results.

II) TWISTED OSCILLATOR ALGEBRAS FOR Uq(al(2\l))

a) Basic properties.



In what follows, [, ] denotes a graded Lie bracket, [x,y] = xy — (-l)d^dM yx where
d(.) is a Zz- grading. An object is said to be even (odd) if d(x) =0 (1). One has the

following usefull formula: (a ® b)(c ® d)= (-l)d(b^d^ac ® bd.
The superalgebra ,sZ(2|l) has rank 2 and dimension 8, with even part s/(2) ® gl(l) and
belongs to the unitary série A(n,m)(= sl(n + I\m + 1); ra,m > O, n ^ m) [8]. The

relevant commutation relations are

[hi, Bj] = (CLiJ)Cj] [hi,fj] = -(aij)fj] [ei,fj] = 6ijhi i,j = l,2

[ei, ea] = e3; [/i,/z] = -/3; Cartan Matrix (afj) = ( _x Q ) ^2'1)'

supplemented by the Serre relations (adei Y~aii ej — (a^fi)1~aii fj = 0 i ^ j, where
(adx). = [x,.]. In (2.1), hi, h2 are the generators of the Cartan subalgebra and e; (/,•) are

raising (lowering) operators with d(hi) = d(ei)= d(fi) = O, d(ez)= d(fz) = 1. Recall that
the fundamental representation of £?(2|1) has dimension 3 [8].

A deformation of the universal envelopping algebra of s/(2|l), Lfq(sl(2\l))= Ug, is
denned by [9]

qhiej = qaiiejqhi; qhi /,- = q^'f^; [efjj] = 8tj
q ' ~ 9^' = [fc,-], *J = 1,2 (2.2),

together with the g-analog of the Serre relations given by (Adg(eiq~*'))1~ai>(ejq~*~') = O,

(Adq(fiq^)Y-aii (fjq^) = 0(i^ j), where (Adqx). = (mL ® mR)(id ® 7)A(aî)., for any
x 6 Uq, THL (TIB) being the left (right) multiplication and 7 is defined below. In the
following, the deformation parameter q is assumed to be generic (i.e not a root of unity).

The coproduct A: Zl9 — * Uq ®Uq, co-unit f:Uq — » C (both algebra homomorphisms)
and antipode 7: Uq — » Uq (antihomomorphism) are defined by (i,j = 1,2)

q-hi/2 (2.3),

i) = e(e,-) = e(/,-) = O (2.4),

e,-) = -g-a"/2el-; j ( f i ) = -qaii/2fi (2.5).

A, e, 7 satisfy :al)(zd ® A) A(X) = (A ® id) A(X), a2) (e ® id) A(X) = (id ® e)A(z) = x,

a3) m(it£ ® 7)A(i) = m(^ ® id)A(x) = e(z)l where m is the associative multiplication in
Uq, m:llq ®Uq -^Uq, TTI(Z ® y) = xy, for all x,y E Uq. Thus, the associative superalgebra
(with unity) Uq is a Hopf algebra.



The permuted coproduct A' is related with A by a (invertible) universal /Z-matrix,
R^Uq®Uq, via BA= A'/Z f. The intertwining (braid) matrix JR is given by R = PR,
where T is the graded permutation operator, P(X ® y) = (— l)d(xïdWy <g> x. R verifies in
particular

RA = AA (2.6).

Let |e,- > (i=l,2,3) with d(\6i >) = O (t=l,2), d(|e3 >) =1, denote the basis vectors of the
carrier space of the fundamental representation of Uq.three dimensional Z/g-module

One has

>=

>= |ei >; >= q\e2 >; >= q\ea >

ei|e2 >= Ic1 >; e2|e3 >= Je2 >; /!Je1 >= Jc2 >5 /2^2 >= |e3 >

>= ei|e3 >= e2|ei >= e2|e2 >= /i|e2 >= >= >= /2|e3 >= O (2.7).

In the following, one needs to determine the expression for R acting in p3 ® p3, denoted
by JZ3'3. It can be practically obtained from the definition of A in (2.3), combined with
(2.7) and the property (2.6). We then find that JS3'3 can be cast into the form

(2.8),

with (A = ~l)
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t JRsatisfiesfurthermore(A®id)JS = -Ri3-R2S, (id® A)JS=

(graded Yang-Baxter equation) in usual notations.



n<4> = A-1
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(2.9),

in the basis |en >,|ei2 >,|ei3 >,|e2i >,|c22 >,|e23 >,|e3i >,|632 >,|e33 > (\^ij >= |ci >
®|ej >), where H^ (resp.n^) is a projector on the representation of dimension 5 (resp.
4). Thus, R admits two eigenvalues: one of order five +q and one of order four — g""1,
respectively associated with the eigensubspaces /05 and /»4 stemming from the orthogonal
decomposition of p3 ® p$

p3®p3=P5® P* (2.10).

The corresponding eigenvectors are

/,
Ue" >' >'

> - > q »|cia > - > q 2 Je23 > -q* |e32 >
(2.1Ia),

,
(2.116),

so that ps (pi) can be called the "g-symmetric" ("g-antisymmetric") part in p$ ® p3. Notice
furthermore that jR3'3 satisfies an equation of Hecke type given by

-g)(fl3'3+ (2.12).

b) Twisted oscillator algebras.
We want to extend a Jordan-Bargmann-Schwinger (J.B.S) type construction of an os-

cillator model for si(2|l) to Uq(al(2\l)) in a way that preserves covariance of the oscillators
at the deformed level. In this respect, we will not use the approach initiated in [2,3] (for
which the (deformed) oscillators do not have well-prescribed g-transformations). We can
instead take advantage of the properties of objects linked to the quantum superalgebra,
namely the .R3'3 matrix from which a g-symmetrization of the oscillators will be defined
and the coproduct A which will determine the covariance properties of the oscillators at
the deformed level. So, we proceed as follows:



We introduce a triplet of creation (resp. annihilation) operators denoted by (ai , O2 , a3 )
a^a3)) transforming under the fundamental (resp. contragredient) representa-

tion of I4q. One has d(o,-) =d(a') = O (i = 1,2), d(a3) =d(a3) = 1. a,- creates a state |e,- >
(i=l,2,3) when acting on an Wg-invariant ket Fock vacuum |w > (i.e x\u > = e(x)\w >, for
all i 6 W5, where e. is defined in (2.4)).

In the present approach, the g-covariance transformations of the creation operators
are entirely fixed by the structure of the coproduct A defined in (2.3). The a;'s act as
linear operators, mapping V, the set of tensor products of Wg-modules into itself: for any
\v >£ V, one has a,-|u >= |e; > ®|i; > (i = 1,2,3). The natural transformations of the
o,-'s induced by the coproduct are thus

gfclO! = flic*1+1; qhla2 = O25*
1-1; ^1O3 = a3q

hl

/loi = ç1/2âi/i +â2g~f t l /2; /iô2 = q~1/Zâ2f

= 0162}

/2Ôi = ôi/2; /2O2 = g1/2ô2/2 + Ô3<TA2/2; /2O3 = -91/2â3/2 (2.13),

where use of (2.7) has been made, whereas the annihilation operators obey the following
"contravariant" transformations

1-1; qhla2 = oV1+1; qhla3 =

a1 = ,-1/".1/!; /ia2 = 51^a2/! - ga1^"'/2; /ia
3 = a3/!

1 = O1C2; e2a
2 = g-1/2a2e2 - a3g-fc2/2; e2a

3 = -g^/Ve,

/aa1 = 0^2; /2«2 = g-1/2a2/2; /2a
3 = -g-1/2a3/2 + a2

g-h2/2 (2.14).

Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) are related by the antiinvolution (transposition) given by

AI = al (i = 1,2); E3 = -a3; a1' = a,- (i = 1,2,3)
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hi = hi] ëi = fa A = ei; ë2 = /2Î /2 = -e2 (2.15),

which verifies x = (— l)d^x. These transformations provide a g-extension of the covariance
properties of the creation and annihilation operators that one could obtain within the J. B. S
type construction of an oscillator model for s/(2|l). Notice furthermore that (2.13), (2.14)
leave invariant the following quadratic expression (written up to an unessential overall
function of q)

X = oia1 + a2a
2 + a3a

3 (2.16).

Now, the C.R among the creation operators are entirely fixed by requiring that all the
quadratic products à,-ôj (i, j =1,2,3) transform under the five-dimensional "^-symmetric"
representation in (2.10). This amounts to require that the nine-dimensional vector

U = (oiajjoi O2 )ôiÔ3,ô2âi,â2â2, 02Oa5OaOi, OsO2, as 03) (2.17)

is an eigenvector of JZ3'3 with eigenvalue +q:

0 (2.18),

with .R3'3, U^ given in (2.8), (2.9). This implies the vanishing of the Fock space realization
of (2.1Ib).
The above requirement is dictated by the fact that the ^-oscillator algebra to be constructed
involves both even and odd objects and that it must reduce to the undeformed algebra
when q = 1. Notice that the present approach permits one to define twisted algebras
involving simultaneously "g— bosons" and "g— fermion(s)".

Combining (2.18), (2.17) with (2.8), (2.9), we easily find the C.R among the o;'s, given
by

SiO2 — ̂ a2O1 = O; âiô3 — gâ3âi = O; O2Os — gâ3ô2 = 0; â| = O (2.19),

whereas the C.R among the annihilation operators are

O1O2 - C-1Q2O1 = O; a1 a3 - g"1 a3 a1 = O; a2 a3 - g"1 a3 a2 = O; (a3)2 - O (2.20),

related to (2.19) through (2.15).
Finally, (2.19), (2.20) must be completed by mixed relations which insure associa-

tivity among the mixed products of a"s and <z,-'s. After some calculations, we arrive at
two distinct g-oscillator algebras invariant under the antiinvolution (2.15) and satisfying
associativity. They are given by

Ai-. (2.19); (2,20); O1O2 - qaza
l = O



(2.21),

and

— goio~ = O; o Q3 — go3o = O

3- 1— n 2 — — 2 r\ 3 — - 3 r\GI — go O3 = U; o O3 — go3o = U; n 0.2 — «020 = u
1- 2- 1 i /i _2\- „2 /-I _2\- 3o QI — g Oio =1 — \i — g ^020 — ̂ i — g Jo3O

O2O2 — g2Ô202 = 1 — (1 — g2)ô3o
3; Ô3o

3 + O3O3 = 1

.A2: (2.19); (2.20); O1O2 - C-1O2O
1 = O

Z- — 1- _2 n. „1;; „—1S „1 no Oi — g Oi o — u; o O3 — g O3 o
 ;= u

o ôi — g ai o =0; o O3 — g o3o = O; o 02 — g o2o = O

O Oi — <7 Oi O •—- 1

o 02 — g 02 o =1 — (1 — g )QIO

O3O3 + O3O
3 =!-(!- C-2JOiO1 - (1 - C-2Jo2O

2 (2.22).

The C.R (2.21), (2.22) remain stable under the g-transformations (2.13), (2.14). The
présent construction can be extended rather easily to the general case Uq(al(n\m)} n ̂ m
for which we present now the principal steps and give the main results.

Ill) TWISTED OSCILLATOR ALGEBRAS FOR Uq(sl(n\m})
We first recall that the superalgebra al(n\m) has rank T — n + TTI — 1 and dimension

(n + m)z — 1. Its even part is al(n)®sl(Tn) ® gl(ty- The dimension of the fundamental
representation neven ® m0dd (= Pn+m)is equal to n + m [S].
A deformation of the universal enveloping algebra, Uq(sl(n\m))= M™'m can be denned by

i,j = l,2,...,r (3.1),

together with the g-analog of the Serre relations [9]. The Cartan matrix is now

O

(•«) =

O
-1

0 - 1 O 1 0
-1
O

(m)

(3-2),



where (o)8j(n) is the Cartan matrix for si(n). This associative superalgebra is equipped
with a cop:*oduct A, a co-unit e and an antipode 7 defined by

A(gh£) = qhi ® qhi i = l,2,...r (3.3a),

A(e,-) = q9^/2®ei+ei<S>q-eihi/2; A(/,-) = g''fci/2®/,-+/,-®g-''fci/2 i = 1,2, ...r (3.36),

where in (3.3b) 6,- = 1 (resp.— 1) for t = 1,2, ..n (resp. » = n + 1, ...r),

e(/i,-) = e(e,-) = e(/,-) = O i = l,2,...r (3.4),

(3.5).

A, e, 7 satisfy the axioms for a Hopf algebra recalled in the previous section.
The expression for the intertwining matrix R acting in the tensor product of two

fundamental representations pn+m®Pn+m is found to be

n n+m

R"'" = £ qEaVEii - Y^ q-iEaQEii + ^q-q-^EaQEji+Yji-l^MflEijQEji
«=1 i=n+l Kj i^j

(3-6),
where d(i) = O (resp. 1), i = ,1, 2, ...n (resp. n + 1, ...,n + m) and Ey are the elements of
the standard Weyl basis in usual notations, (Eij)pq =£,-p Sjg. Rp'p can still be cast into
the form

R"'p = 9n
s - C-1U* (3.7),

where now Hs (resp.n-4) is the projector on the representation of dimension
((TO + m)2 + n — m)/2 (resp.((n + m)2 +TTI- n)/2) and still satisfies a relation of Hecke
type (a"'" - q)(R^p + g"1) = O.

The construction of the ^-oscillator algebras proceeds in a way similar to the one de-
scribed in the previous section. We introduce n + m creation operators 5,- (d(ai) = O (1)
i = l,..,n (i = 7i + l,..,ra + m)) transforming under the fundamental (n + m)-dimensional
representation of U^m together with their annihilation partners a*, which transforms con-
tragrediently. The corresponding c-covariance properties can be easily derived from (3.3).
Then, the C.R among the o,-'s are obtained by requiring that

0 (3.8),

which, using (3.6) yields

,- = 0 i,j = l, 2, ...n + m, i < j (3.9a),



O J = O i = n + l,...,n + m (3.96).

Indeed, the first (resp. second) term in (3.6), when applied to ôfcâ/, furnishes the diagonal

contribution q(resp. — q~l)âiâi, which reported in (3.8) leads to a trivialy verified equa-

tion (resp. implies automatically (3.9b)). Besides, the relation (3.9a) stemms from the

corresponding contribution of the last two terms in (3.6).

The C-R among the o"s can be obtained from (3.9) by applying the transposition

a,- = a,- i = l,..,n; a,- = — a; i = n + l,..,n + m; a* = a; i = l,..,n + m (3.10),

which extends (2.15) and still verifies î =(-

The above C.R are finally completed by mixed relations that insure associativity.

After some calculations, we find the following twisted algebras

A1:

âiâj - (-l)d(i)d(i)qâjâi = O; o''oJ - (-I)WM^q-1O.' a* = 0 i < j

of = (a1)2 =0 i = n + 1, ...,n + m

cïâj - (-ïf^^qâjj = 0 i ̂  j

o'ôj - C2OfO* = 1 - (1 - ç2) ôfco
fc « = 1, 2, .., n

0'O1-H-O1-O
1' = !-(!- g2) ̂  âka

k i = n + l,...,n + m (3.11).
fc>i

and

A2:

âj - (-i)*M*WqZ.z. = 0; a
faj - (-if^^q-1^^ = 0 i < j

ôf=(o '") 2=0 z = n + l,...,n + m

O1-Oj- - (-I)^1-)11Wc-1O7-O
1' = 0 i ? j

i = n + l,...,n + m (3.12).

The C.R (3.11), (3.12) can be verified to be stable under the (/-transformations of the

escalators induced by A denned in (3.3). The twisted algebra (3.12) is similar to the
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one proposed in [10] (eqs. (4.1)-(4.4) in which q is replaced by q 1J where an alternative
approach is used. In the present analysis, the structure of this algebra (together with its
partner AI) appears to be rigidely linked with the properties of the intertwining matrix (
and the coproduct), once the q-covariance properties of the oscillators are prescribed.

IV) CONCLUSION
In this letter, we used an ^-matrix formalism to construct twisted q-covariant oscil-

lator algebras for Uq(sl(n\m)). The corresponding coproduct and the related intertwining
matrix R acting in pn+m ® pn+m are the main ingredients of the construction. In partic-
ular, the splitting of R into two projectors allows us to define a suitable q-symmetrization
principle among the oscillators (see (2.18), (3.8)), which, combined with the requirement
of associativity singles out a pair of twisted oscillator algebras. Within the present scheme,
the q-covariance transformations of the oscillators are naturally determined by the coprod-
uct and leave invariant the twisted oscillator algebras which involve necessarily so-called
q-bosons and q-fermions. Our results provide a graded generalization of some of the ma-
terial presented in réf. [5] (and by the way a graded generalization of réf. [4]). Moreover,
we note that the twisted oscillator algebra AZ given in (3'.12) coincides with the general
algebra proposed in ref.[10], eqn. (4.1)-(4.4) (making q—>q-1) where a somehow different
approach is used. The present construction clarifies the origin of this algebra, indicates
as well the existence of another solution .Ai, showing how they fit with the main objects
underlying the quasi-triangular Hopf algebra structure of £/,(aJ(re|m)). We expect that
our results will find interesting applications, especially in some statistical models or knot
theory [U]. In any case, the q-covariance of the oscillators should play an important role.
The above construction presumably extends to quantum orthosymplectic algebras but in
this case, some adaptations must be found in order to obtain an optimal algorithm.
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